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1. What is Formative Assessment?
In an effort to support the development of a common, research-based understanding of formative 
assessment the Formative Assessment for Students and Teachers (FAST) State Collaborative on 
Assessment and Student Standards (SCASS) published a definition of formative assessment in 2007:

"Formative assessment is a process used by teachers and students during instruction 
that provides feedback to adjust ongoing teaching and learning to improve students' 
achievement of intended instructional outcomes.”

Central to this definition are several important ideas. 

1   Formative assessment is not a test, assessment, or quiz given at the end of a learning 
period, but an ongoing process of collecting evidence of student learning during 
instruction to inform next steps in teaching and learning while there is still an 
opportunity to influence learning. Identifying areas of need at the end of a unit may 
influence subsequent instruction, but it is not the heart of formative assessment.

2   The idea of “during instruction” can mean both literally during a class period 
as students and teachers are engaged in a learning experience, and also more 
broadly, during an instructional sequence that may span several weeks. A teacher 
can make adjustments to the instructional plans to account for students’ current 
understanding and to support them moving closer to the intended learning goals.  

3   The process of formative assessment includes both students and teachers in the 
collection and consideration of evidence of learning; formative assessment is 
something teachers do with students.

The FAST SCASS further expanded on this definition by identifying five attributes of effective 
formative assessment, listed below.

1    Learning Progressions. Learning progressions should clearly articulate the sub-goals 
of the ultimate learning goal.

2    Learning Goals and Criteria for Success. Learning goals and criteria for success 
should be clearly identified and communicated to students.

3    Descriptive Feedback. Students should be provided with evidence-based feedback 
that is linked to the intended instructional outcomes and criteria for success.

4    Self- and Peer Assessment. Both self- and peer assessment are important for 
providing students an opportunity to think meta-cognitively about their learning.

5    Collaboration. A classroom culture in which teachers and students are partners in 
learning should be established.
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3. Becoming Familiar with the Rubrics for the 
Dimensions of Formative Assessment 

Using the FAST SCASS definition of formative assessment, and the attributes of effective formative 
assessment, ten dimensions of formative assessment practice have been identified that could be observed 
during a lesson. The dimensions represent a set of integrated formative assessment practices. Focusing 
on just a single dimension likely would not result in a robust implementation of formative assessment. 
Rather an integrated approach is required. However, for the purpose of discussing practice it can be 
useful to separate them out and sometimes to focus on just a subset. They are listed below:

I    Learning Goals

II    Criteria for Success 
III    Tasks and Activities that Elicit Evidence of Student Learning

IV    Questioning Strategies that Elicit Evidence of Student Learning

V    Extending Thinking During Discourse

VI    Descriptive Feedback

VII    Peer Feedback

VIII    Self-Assessment

IX    Collaborative Culture of Learning

X    Using Evidence to Inform Instruction

The rubrics cluster into several groups 
as shown in the figure on this page. The 
first two dimensions focus on information 
teachers provide or develop with students 
about what the learning will be, or how 
teachers and students will know when it has 
been understood. They help teachers and 
students identify where they are headed. 

The next two dimensions focus on ways 
of collecting evidence of student learning: 
through tasks and activities designed to 
elicit evidence of student thinking, through 
deliberate and planned questioning 
strategies; and through student self-
assessment. These three dimensions help 
students and teachers understand where 
students are in their learning currently.

WHERE ARE WE NOW?

• Tasks & Activities
• Questioning Strategies
• Self-Assessment

SUPPORTIVE 
LEARNING CONTEXT

• Collaborative Culture 
of Learning

WHERE ARE WE HEADED?

• Learning Goals
• Criteria for Success

HOW TO CLOSE THE GAP?

• Extending Thinking
• Descriptive Feedback
• Peer Feedback

USING EVIDENCE
TO ADJUST 

INSTRUCTION
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Feedback can be used to close the gap between current learning and intended learning. There are 
three dimensions that address distinct aspects of feedback: Extending Thinking, Individualized Descriptive 
Feedback, and Peer Feedback. The Feedback Loops dimension is specific to more informal feedback that 
often occurs in real-time during a lesson. The Descriptive Feedback dimension is specific to more formal 
feedback that tends to be given to individual students on a specific piece of work, either in written form 
or orally (e.g., during student/teacher conferences) by the teacher. The Peer Feedback dimension includes 
the role of student-to-student feedback. All of these dimensions center on the use of evidence to inform 
instruction. This work takes place in a supportive learning context, where the Collaborative Culture of 
Learning dimension is valued (teacher to teacher, teacher to student, and student to student).

For each of the ten dimensions a rubric is provided and observation notes addressing particular aspects 
of the rubric. The rubric is organized as a table with a set of columns which, reading from left to right, 
describe a novice or incomplete implementation to a more expert level of implementation. Each rubric 
describes both the teacher role in a particular formative assessment dimension and also the student role. 
The rubrics describe the level of implementation of a particular aspect of practice, not the level of 
expertise of a teacher. 

There are four categories of implementation.

B    Beginning

D    Developing

P    Progressing

E    Extending

For most teachers, regardless of level of expertise or experience, trying a new classroom approach for the 
first few times may result in a less than perfect implementation. This is not an indication of failure, or 
lack of effort, only an indication that more practice is required. 

Becoming Familiar with the Formative Assessment Rubrics

Examine each of the ten dimensions of formative assessment before engaging in any classroom 
observations or reflections on practice (pages 37 - 72). Reading each one in turn, across the levels, will 
give a picture of what improving practice might look like on each dimension. Reading down through the 
highest levels of practice for each dimension provides a way to think about the breadth of the domain of 
formative assessment. The diagram that follows illustrates the structure of each rubric.
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B  Beginning D  Developing 3  Progressing E  Extending

Reading across 
the levels shows 
changes as quality 
of implementation 
improves

Reading the 
highest level 
describes expert 
practice

Read through the ten dimension rubrics and reflect on the questions below:

1    How do the dimensions vary in terms of frequency of practice? Might some 
dimensions be observed in daily practice and other dimensions less frequently?

2    For which dimensions might students need more support, explanation/
scaffolding, or practice in order to benefit most fully?

3    Which dimensions—and rubrics—may need further resources in order to 
understand them more fully?

4    Will practice on any dimensions vary more than others depending on the age of 
students being taught or the content area? If so, which ones, and why? 

5    Which dimensions seem to be most closely related to each other? Why?

Before moving to the reflection and observation tools themselves, spend some time reading the rubrics, 
highlighting the key ideas, and talking with colleagues about them. Having a common understanding of 
each one will be important before moving on to considering classroom practice. Examining classroom 
practice deepens understanding of each rubric and results in more insightful classroom observations.

Some Things to Note About the Rubrics

When using the rubrics to self-evaluate performance or a peer observation, the evidence may not match 
exactly to the description of one level but rather cut across two. In such a case use professional judgment 
to select the level that is most representative of the observed practice. 

The Role of Students in the Rubrics

Students are the ones who are doing the actual learning; so, they must have a central role in formative 
assessment. The dimensions were created to support teacher reflection and teacher learning around 
formative assessment and focus primarily on the teacher role in the process. The student role is still 
visible but seen through the lens of how the teacher can support and enhance the student role, or 
conversely, limit it.
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Below are the ten dimensions and the specific aspects of student involvement and engagement with 
formative assessments across the ten dimensions. In some cases, the dimension may directly focus on the 
student role in the formative assessment process (e.g., peer assessment, self-assessment). In other cases, 
the degree to which students are involved may distinguish lower and higher levels on the rubric (e.g., in 
the Feedback Loops During Questioning dimension it is only at the higher two levels of the rubric that both 
students and teachers are engaged together in a true discussion, building off each other’s comments, 
whereas at the lower levels, it is primarily the teacher who responds to the students’ comments).

Dimensions Student Role in Each Dimension

Learning Goals: Learning Goals should be clearly 
identified and communicated to students, and should help 
students make connections among lessons within a larger 
sequence.

While the focus is on the teacher’s presentation of  learning goals, the 
rubric notes that the goals should be appropriate for and accessible to the 
specific group of  students. At the highest levels the students should readily 
understand the learning goals and the teacher should be checking in on 
student progress towards the goals.

Criteria for Success: Criteria for Success should be 
clearly identified and communicated to students.

In order to reach the higher levels of  this dimension, students have to 
be involved in some way to internalize the success criteria in order to 
meaningfully use and apply them.

Tasks and Activities that Elicit Evidence of Learning: 
The focus of this dimension is on those things with which 
students engage that potentially produce evidence of 
student learning (excluding classroom discussions).

While the teacher is the person who selects the tasks and ensures they are 
connected to the learning goals, the evidence of  their appropriateness will 
come from students and their ability to engage with the tasks.

Questioning Strategies to Elicit Evidence of Learning: 
The focus of this dimension is on one way that a teacher 
can collect evidence of student progress through classroom 
questioning. 

This dimension focuses strongly on how the teacher choreographs the 
classroom discussion, but it is only through attending to student responses 
that the teacher is able to make inferences about student thinking and 
adjust instruction appropriately.

Extending Thinking During Discourse: Students should 
be provided with ongoing feedback that helps them 
develop ideas and understanding of the content.

As noted above, it is at the highest levels of  the rubric that the students 
engage in back-and-forth discussions with the teacher and each other, 
extending thinking on the topic. In some cases the student may be the 
initiator of  the feedback loop where they identify areas of  confusion or 
underdeveloped ideas and prompt a discussion by asking a question.  

Descriptive Feedback: Students should be provided with 
evidence-based feedback that is linked to the intended 
instructional outcomes and criteria for success.

For this dimension the focus is on the teacher as the provider of  feedback 
(student-to-student feedback is in the Peer Assessment dimension) but in 
order for the higher levels of  the rubric to apply there must be evidence 
that the students attend to the feedback by revising work.   

Peer Feedback: Peer assessment is important for 
providing students an opportunity to think about the work of 
their peers.

While the dimension focuses on the teacher’s role in ensuring that students 
are successful in engaging with the peer assessment task, the focus is on 
the ways in which the process allows students to support peers’ learning. 

Self-Assessment: Self-assessment is important because 
it provides students with an opportunity to think meta-
cognitively about their learning.

While the dimension focuses on the teacher’s role in ensuring that students 
are successful in engaging with the self-assessment task, the focus is on 
the ways in which the process allows students to meaningfully reflect on or 
assess their own learning.

Collaborative Culture of Learning: A classroom culture 
in which teachers and students are partners in learning 
should be established.

This dimension directly targets the ways in which students and teachers 
work together, evidenced by a clear focus on learning, collaboration, 
respect, and an appreciation of  multiple viewpoints.

Use of Evidence to Inform Instruction: Formative 
assessment is a process used by teachers and students 
during instruction that provides feedback to adjust ongoing 
teaching and learning to improve students' achievement of 
intended instructional outcomes.

This dimension focuses on the teacher’s use of  evidence to adjust 
instruction, but evidence will come from observing students’ written 
and verbal responses to determine whether the teacher capitalizes on 
opportunities.
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Dimensions of Formative Assessment: At a Glance

I   Learning Goals
Learning goals were clearly identified and communicated to students.

II   Criteria for Success: 
Criteria for success were clearly identified and communicated to students.

III   Tasks and Activities that Elicit Evidence of Student Learning: 
Tasks and activities during the lesson provided opportunities for the teacher to collect evidence 
of student understanding.

IV   Questioning Strategies that Elicit Evidence of Student Learning: 
Questioning strategies were used more systematically to collect evidence of student 
understanding and/or progress towards the learning goals from more students.

V   Extending Thinking During Discourse: 
Strategies used during classroom discussions deepen student understanding and help students 
better articulate their own understanding and/or progress toward the learning goals.

VI   Descriptive Feedback: 
Students were provided with evidence-based feedback that is linked to the intended 
instructional outcomes and criteria for success.

VII   Peer Feedback: 
Peer assessment provided students an opportunity to think metacognitively about the work of 
their peers.

VIII   Self-Assessment: 
Self-assessment provided students an opportunity to think metacognitively about their learning.

IX   Collaborative Culture of Learning: 
A classroom culture was established in which teachers and students are partners in learning.

X   Use of Evidence to Inform Instruction: 
Formative assessment was used to provide feedback to adjust ongoing teaching and learning.


